Abstract. This paper presents an optimized method of gait planning for a small biped humanoid robot which developed independently. The method is based on the research of the gait generation patterns for biped robot and analyses the gait generation method which based on three dimensional linear inverted pendulum and the relationship between the COG height, initial velocity, step length and the walk cycle. We carry on the design of bipedal robot gait and realize the stable walking of robot. The simulation and experimental results have confirmed the feasibility of this method.
Introduction
Bipedal walking is one of the most basic characteristics of the humanoid robot. We called the robot motion planning the gait planning [1] . The humanoid robot has many degrees of freedom and complex dynamic characteristic [2] [3] . If we adopt appropriate model, it will be more concise and fast.
This paper presents a simple and practical method of gait planning, which is suitable for humanoid robots with the same structure of legs. We adopt the characteristics of parameter of the developed small biped humanoid robot, and validate our proposed method by dynamic biped walking task.
Robotic Model
As shown in Figure 1 , the DOF of the prototype is distributed as follow: 12 DOF for legs, 6 DOF for arms, 2 DOF for head. In addition, we define two virtual joints to facilitate our research [4] [5] . Digital servo AX-12A is adopted as the joint driver, which has high control accuracy and real-time status information feedback. Figure 1 . The robotic prototype.
The world coordinate system is established as shown in Figure 1 , which defined the projection point of the COG on the ground as the origin of the coordinate, the orientation of x-axis points to the front of the robot. The origin of the local coordinate system is the projection point of ankle joint on the ground, which axes are parallel to the world coordinate system.
Design of Dynamic Walking
In practice, we specify the location of the steps directly so that we can design the gait better [6] . As shown in Figure 2 , we set the robotic step length as s, step width as d, P0 ~ P5 as the footholds. 
Establishment of Model
We analyze the robot based on the three dimensional linear inverted pendulum models. Model is shown in figure 3 . The 'r' is the distance between protection and support. The COG is only affected by stretching force f and gravity. Equations of motion are as follows.
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The M is the mass of the inverted pendulum and x, y, z is the coordinates of the COG. Keep the COG height unchanged. We get the equations of the COG in the horizontal plane. Now we study that how to change the robot motion state by adjusting the foothold according to the above analysis and achieve stable walking of the robot. For convenience, we only discuss the movement along the x axis and y axis is in the same way. The model is shown in figure 4 .
The z is the COG height. The p * is the coordinates of the foothold and the x is the coordinates of current position. The relationship between them is as follows
The solution of differential equation (6):
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x , x are the initial conditions of the nth step, the relationship between the foothold p * and the final conditions of the nth step is as follows:
In eqn. (9), T , C ≡ cosh ，S ≡ sinh .
In order to choose the foothold properly, an error evaluation function is defined:
x , x are the expected foothold position and speed, respectively. x , x are the final conditions of the nth step, a and b are positive weighted factors.
According to ∂N/ ∂p * 0, we can get the foothold p * that can make error evaluation function minimal.
Gait Analysis
In eqn. (7), (8), (9), the realization of the gait is closely related to the following variables: COG. Walk cycle.
Step length. Initial velocity and Parameter a & b. We study by controlling variable method combined with the prototype parameter. The main performance parameters of the prototype are shown as follow: Step width 74mm
Step length 30mm 1) We keep the step length unchanged. The relationship between the Initial velocity and the COG&Walk cycle is shown in figure 5 .
The figure shows, under the condition of invariable step length, with the increases of walk cycle, the initial velocity decreased; with the increases of the COG height, the initial velocity decreased too, but the decrement is less; The walking stability will be increased by reducing the height of the COG appropriately during walking process, which would not affect the experimental results.
2) We keep the COG height unchanged. The relationship between the Initial velocity and the step length&Walk cycle is shown in figure 6 The figure shows, under the condition of the COG height, with the increases of walk cycle, the initial velocity decreased; with the increases of the step length, the initial velocity increased. Figure 5 . The relationship between walk cycle, COG height and initial velocity. Figure 6 . the relationship between walk cycle, step-length and initial velocity.
3) Now we study the foothold p * impact on the state of the robot. Considering the previous analysis, we set the COG height as 0.2m,step length as 0.03m,walk cycle as 0.4s and the initial velocity is 0.12m/s. We study the motion of the robot one cycle from 0.01m to 0.04m and p * is from 0.02m to 0.03m. The COG position of robot is shown in figure 7 .
The COG velocity of robot is shown in figure 8 . As the change of the foothold, the robot motion state will change too. We can see in the Considering the previous analysis, we set the COG height as 0.2m, step length as 0.03m, walk cycle as 0.4s. We set the initial position, velocity as 0.01m,0.12m/s and final position, velocity as 0.04m,0.12m/s .For convenience, we set b as 1, a as a certificate.
As the figure shows, with the increase of a, the robot stays early and the final position, velocity increased. Finally, we selected a,b as 5,1.
We set the initial position, velocity as 0.01m,0.12m/s. The relationship between the final state and the target state is shown in figure 10 .
We can see in the figure, this method cannot fully realize the foothold specified by walking parameters. And with the deviation of the designated target state, error will be larger. So, we can't set foot parameters and target state at will actually. However, due to the equation (6) can guarantee error close to zero, the robot can approach the foothold specified when walk stable. If the time is end, skip to step 9;If not, carry on the integral to the equation ; 4.
T ≔ T T , n ≔ n 1; 5.
Compute the next foothold; 6.
Calculate the next target location x , y according to the equation; 7.
Calculate the target state x , x ， y , y ; 8.
Adjust the foothold according to the equation; 9.
Return to step 3; 10. According to the COG trajectory and foothold, we calculate the joint Angle by the method of inverse kinematics.
Experimental Verification
According to the prototype parameters and simulation analysis, we determine the scope of variables: Walk cycle0.2~0.8s; COG height0.15~0.21m;Step length 0.02~0.08m. We select step length as 0.03 m, width as 0.036 m, COG as 0.2 m, Walk cycle as 0.4 s, initial velocity as 0.12 m/s. The COG trajectory of the robot relied on the proposed gait planning method is shown in Figure 11 .
The walking process of the prototype is shown in Figure 11 . We can figure out that the proposed gait planning method is effective. Figure 11 . the projection point of COG trajectory. Figure 12 . the walking process of the prototype.
Conclusions
The proposed gait planning method is efficient for off-line planning of biped walking robot, which provides basis method and stable condition for robot dynamic walking process. Moreover, it is beneficial to modify the mechanical structure of robot depended the analysis of robot basis parameters according to the proposed method. Furthermore, we can achieve a stable walking process with the information of gestures, pressure sensors and online modification. This method can also be applied to other biped robot with similar leg structure.
